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Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

ddenis61@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Donald Denis <ddenis61
@everyactioncustom.com >
Tuesday, July 13, 2021 7:22 AM
Office of Chairman Clark
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Gary Clark,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Donald Denis
1755 NE 18th St Fort Lauderdale, FL 33305-3441
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Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

kittinem@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Christine Moreno
< kittinem@everyactioncustom.com >
Tuesday, July 13, 2021 6:53 AM
Office of Chairman Clark
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Gary Clark,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company' s proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Christine Moreno
4840 NE 5th Ter Oakland Park, FL 33334-2327
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Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

angelaelser@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Angela Elser
< angelaelser@everyactioncustom.com >
Tuesday, July 13, 2021 6:44 AM
Office of Chairman Clark
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Gary Clark,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Angela Elser
1175 Bay Dr E Indian Harbour Beach, FL 32937-4201
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Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

hevanzprodigy@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Melissa Velez
< hevanzprod igy@everyactioncustom.com >
Tuesday, July 13, 2021 6:38 AM
Office of Chairman Clark
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Gary Clark,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency- at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Melissa Velez
300 NE 14th Ave Apt 511 Hallandale Beach, FL 33009-7400
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Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

jodihochman@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jodi Hochman
<jod ihochma n@everyactioncustom.com >
Tuesday, July 13, 2021 5:00 AM
Office of Chairman Clark
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Gary Clark,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency- at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Jodi Hochman
10802 Cypress Glen Dr Coral Springs, FL 33071-8161
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Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

rufkutdiamnd@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rusty Rollings
< rufkutd iamnd@everyactioncustom.com >
Tuesday, July 13, 2021 4:44 AM
Office of Chairman Clark
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Gary Clark,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency- at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Rusty Rollings
8 Webb Pl Palm Coast, FL 32164-7770
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Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

oaklanddraider@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Danny King
<oaklanddraider@everyactioncustom.com>
Tuesday, July 13, 2021 4:00 AM
Office of Chairman Clark
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Gary Clark,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Danny King
2469 Kentucky St West Palm Beach, FL 33406-4450
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Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

talonholco@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michael Levinson
<talonholco@everyactioncustom.com >
Tuesday, July 13, 2021 12:05 AM
Office of Chairman Clark
Please Reject FPL's rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Gary Clark,
Hello PSC Rep:
I am currently an FPL customer, and I ask that you reject the company's proposed rate increases.
As you well know, Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic.
And, it is my understanding that FPL disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the
fall, despite an increase in profits by 10% last year.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
It is also my understanding that FPL doesn't even propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable
customers, in contrast to other utilities that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and
programs to help customers access clean energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Accordingly, I ask that you please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration
to energy efficiency programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient
energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Michael Levinson
1681 NW 103rd Ave Plantation, FL 33322-6627
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Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

bill@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Bill Traurig <bill@everyactioncustom.com>
Monday, July 12, 202111 :42 PM
Office of Chairman Clark
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Gary Clark,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Bill Traurig
PO Box 24222 Fort Lauderdale, FL 33307-4222
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Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

winterstar2@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sandra Kicinski <winterstar2
@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 202111:08 PM
Office of Chairman Clark
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Gary Clark,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency- at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Sandra Kicinski
1255 Pine Island Rd Merritt Island, FL 32953-6606
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Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

tcglover58@everyactioncusto m.com on behalf of Tim Glover <tcglover58
@everyactioncustom.com>
Monday, July 12, 2021 10:41 PM
Office of Chairman Clark
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Gary Clark,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient .
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Tim Glover
9446 Fleming Grant Rd Micco, FL 32976-2710
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Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

timoswald@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tim Oswald
<timoswald@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 10:19 PM
Office of Chairman Clark
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Gary Clark,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Tim Oswald
425 NE 27th Dr Wilton Manors, FL 33334-2027
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Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Paul@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Paul Dirschka
< Paul@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 10:18 PM
Office of Chairman Clark
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Gary Clark,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" {over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Paul Dirschka
495 Arbor Ridge Ln Titusville, FL 32780-7166
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Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

mckeers@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mike Keers
< mckeers@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 10:07 PM
Office of Chairman Clark
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Gary Clark,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Mike Keers
7475 Parkside Ln Margate, FL 33063-6600
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Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

davidn7606@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Neral <davidn7606
@everyactioncustom .com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 10:01 PM
Office of Chairman Clark
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Gary Clark,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
David Neral
811 Benton Dr Melbourne, FL 32901-8690
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Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

RobinHudspeth@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Robin Hudspeth
< Robin Hudspeth@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 9:59 PM
Office of Chairman Clark
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Gary Clark,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Robin Hudspeth
4712 NW 22nd St Coconut Creek, FL 33063-3875
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Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

erpeldinggarratt@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Elizabeth Garratt
<erpeldinggarratt@everyactioncustom.com>
Monday, July 12, 2021 9:41 PM
Office of Chairman Clark
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Gary Clark,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Garratt
400 Plantation Grove Ln St Augustine, FL 32086-9120
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Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

actorben67@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of benjamin oppenheim <actorben67
@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 9:35 PM
Office of Chairman Clark
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Gary Clark,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
benjamin oppenheim
14120 SW 72nd Ave Palmetto Bay, FL 33158-1359
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Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

cherryberryteardrop @everyactioncustom .com on behalf of Angela Nelson
< cherryberrytea rdrop@everyactionc ustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 9:27 PM
Office of Chairman Clark
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Gary Clark,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Angela Nelson
5715 NW28STAPT2 Fort Lauderdale, FL 33313
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Antonia Hover
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

a1ixg1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Alexandra Gordon <alixg1
@everyactioncustom.com >
Monday, July 12, 2021 9:02 PM
Office of Chairman Clark
Reject FPL's harmful and shortsighted rate hikes

Dear Commissioner Gary Clark,
As an FPL customer, I urge you to reject the company's proposed rate increases.
Florida families are still recovering from the economic hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, FPL
disconnected more than 550,000 homes from power due to late payment since the fall, even as it increased its own
profits by 10% last year.
It is not in my best interest to be paying for fossil fuel plants that FPL wants to run for the next fifty years - when FPL
should be committing to a rapid transition to a 100% clean energy system.
It will not serve the public to charge us over $10 billion for purported grid "investments" (over $900 per customer!) that
will only deliver a couple of minutes of improved reliability every year.
FPL's plan ignores the most cost effective resource - energy efficiency - at every step of its plan, instead choosing to
expose us to even more risks due to rising energy costs.
FPL doesn't propose a single new program or protection for its most vulnerable customers, in contrast to other utilities
that are implementing new disconnection safeguards, efficiency offerings and programs to help customers access clean
energy to lower bills and become more energy resilient.
Please reject FPL's new proposed gas plants, require the Company to give real consideration to energy efficiency
programs in all of its planning decisions, and move Florida toward a more equitable and resilient energy grid.
When considering FLP's proposal, I urge you to prioritize the needs of Floridians - particularly our most vulnerable
communities - and reject these needless rate increases.
Sincerely,
Alexandra Gordon
11701 SW 80th Rd Pinecrest, FL 33156-4408
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